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Product Description 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Wait Ticket Dispenser WM 921 
Electro-mechanical with 1 requirement button  
for automatic issue of pre-printed wait tickets 
for rolls with 3000 tickets 
automatic ticket cut-off system and output shaft 
Numbers issued and end of ticket roll reported to control consoles 
Facilities for limiting the number to be issued per day 
Automatic switch-on and switch-off possible at specific times 

Robust metal casing, lockable, for mounting on wall 
Standard colour: silver grey/black,  
Weight approx. 5 kg, dimensions: W 200 x H 336 x D 58 mm 

 
 
 

Wait Ticket Dispenser WM 923 
Like WM 921 but 3 requirement buttons 



 
Wait Ticket Dispenser WM 921A 
like WM 921, but only power supply by ARAS paging system 
no data transfer with the paging system 

Extendable to WM 921 (with data transfer to ARAS paging system) 

 
 
 

Wait Ticket Dispenser WM 921B 
like WM 921, but individual operation with batteries  
no connection and no data transfer to the paging system 
therefore no cable necessary 

with power-saving program for long-term operation  
(approx 10.000 tickets per set of batteries) 

Including batterie (optionally with accumulator batterie possible) 

 
 
 

Wait Ticket Dispenser WM 921N 
like WM 921, but individual operation with seperate mains adaptor 
no connection and no data transfer to the paging system 

Extendable to WM 921 (with software to ARAS paging system) 

 
 
 

Mains Adaptor NT 500 
for WM 921N 
with 230 V plug and modular (western) plug  
 
 
 

Roll of Wait Tickets WR 920 
Roll with 3000 tickets, 3x 000 - 999 
35 x 50 mm, strong paper 140 g/m 
Choice of 5 different ticket colours  
incl. standardtext 

Options: print design as required 
propaganda at the back 
other numbers, e.g. 6x 500-999 

 
 
 

Column ST 962 
for all wait ticket dispensers WM 921 and WM 923 
for mounting on the floor 
metal, standard colour: silver grey  
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